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In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content:

Reviewed by:
As the author of the only biography of the Alcotts as a family, Madelon Bedell is in a unique position to analyze and summarize the influences of her family on its one successful member, Louisa. Her forward to this new edition of *Little Women* is a remarkably helpful one, especially in showing the significance of the lesser-known domestic short stories for adults that Alcott wrote before *Little Women*. Alcott's gothic thrillers are well known by now, and the differences between the pseudonymous A.M. Barnard and the more widely recognized Louisa May Alcott have been duly noted. But these domestic stories have been only fleetingly noted elsewhere; Bedell's examination shows the thematic development of heroines with predicaments similar to Jo March's, from Alcott's earliest publications on through her last, *Jo's Boys*. The meticulous care with which Bedell examined the Alcott archives at Harvard's Houghton Library also yields a wealth of telling observation about the relationships between Louisa and her parents, and Bedell's skill in relating these observations to the daughter's writing is particularly impressive.

This particular edition should also be of interest to scholars and teachers because of the extensive bibliography of secondary works which Bedell has included, and also, because of the text itself. The publishers used as their source two of the earliest editions of the two volumes of *Little Women*, complete with "the original language, except for a few glaring printer's errors . . . , with questionable punctuation, occasional misspellings, misuse of foreign words, and blunt phrasing" (1). Alcott was notorious for her eccentric spelling and her later editing of uncomplimentary, yet often revealing, sentiments. This edition reveals
what she really wrote (she admitted to revising the first draft hardly at all). It should become the standard edition for use in scholarship and in classrooms.

Marsella's book examines a series of short stories which Alcott collected into individual volumes for publication throughout her career as a children's author. The series, *Aunt Jo's Scrap-Bag*, reveals much about Alcott's creed of work, love, and hope, and about her choice of characters, women and children. Marsella's examination of the stories reveals both the stories' literary merits and their relevance to the more well-known works in the Alcott canon.

Occasionally, though not often enough, Marsella brings in Alcott's adult works for comparison. And, contrary to the subtitle, the author does not consider all of Alcott's short stories, nor even all the short stories for children. The book is certainly important in its pioneering examination of the *Scrap-Bag*; but to ignore other series of Alcott's short stories, such as *Lulu's Library* and Alcott's singularly accomplished volume, *A Garland for Girls*, is a serious omission. Marsella's first chapter, which examines American children's literature from its earliest manifestations to Alcott's time, yields nothing that scholars are not already familiar with; the chapter might better have been replaced with a more comprehensive examination of all of Alcott's short stories for children.

But the book is still an important contribution to Alcott scholarship, and is especially strong in its thematic examination of the stories and its placement of each of the stories within the context of the children's magazines where they originally appeared before Alcott collected them into individual volumes. The book concludes with yet another important bibliography of works about American literature as it relates to children's literature, to American women writers, and to Alcott.

**Ruth K. MacDonald**

Ruth K. MacDonald's study, *Louisa May Alcott*, has just been published by Twayne.
book reviews

"Heartfelt, hormone, and social realism"

This book is a vivid portrayal of the challenges that women face in maintaining their sense of self in a fast-paced, technology-driven world. Through a series of interconnected stories, the author explores the complexities of modern relationships, the impact of social media on personal interactions, and the struggle to find a balance between professional success and personal happiness.


In this collection of essays, Mayer offers insights into the work of some of the greatest children's book illustrators. Each essay provides a detailed look at the life and work of an illustrators, including their influences, techniques, and the evolution of their style over time. This book is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the art of children's book illustration.
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